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Conclusions

● PFS survey data will be available to the Caltech/JPL 
community starting in 2020

● 2394 fibers covering 1.2 deg2, 380-1260 nm

● Three science pillars:
– Cosmology

– Galaxy evolution

– Galactic archaeology

Subaru 

SuMIRe :      HSC + PFS
                         SUbaru Measurements of Images and REdshifts

PI:               Hitoshi Murayama   (IPMU & Berkeley)
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SuMIRe
Subaru Measurements of Images and Redshifts

• a 5+5 year survey program

• exploiting FOV ~1.5° of 8.2m Subaru

• Imaging with HyperSuprimeCam 
(HSC)

• ~870M pixels

• Wide, Deep, Ultra-Deep, grizy

• 2014–2019, 300 nights

• spectroscopy with 
PrimeFocusSpectrograph (PFS) ≠ PSF

• ~2400 optical fibers

• 0.38–1.26µm

• 2020–2024? 300 nights

Subaru

HSC PFS
2
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Hyper Suprime Cam Prime Focus Spectrograph

PFS

2022 - 2027+   ~360 nights

HSC
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Hyper Suprime Cam Prime Focus Spectrograph

PFS

2022 - 2027+   ~360 nights

HSC

PFS will configure 
2394 individual fibers

for simultaneous spectroscopy
over this hexagonal field.

~1.5 deg
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The growing PFS collaboration
Scientists & engineers in Japan & other 6 countries are co-
working for instrument development & survey planning.A growing international collaboration 
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Outline

  *  Presentation
       — SuMIRe:   HSC + PFS  instruments

  *   LAM contributions :

       — spectrographs SM1-4  integration   (D. Le Mignant / F. Madec) 
       — PFS 1D Data Reduction Pipeline    (V. LeBrun)
       — Science  …

  *  Science preparation for the Strategic Subaru Program (SSP) 
       — Galaxy archeology      (S. Arnouts) 
       — Galaxy evolution         (S. Arnouts) 
       — Cosmology                  (S. de la Torre)

   *  PFS  membership
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Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)

three science Pillars 

Galaxy Evolution

Galactic Archeology

Andromeda streams & halos
      Milky way disks
          Dwarf galaxies 
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Dark Matter Density

Illustris * just illuminate emission line galaxies to probe LSS

Cosmology and Large Scale Structure
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Thank you 
Rachel!

Cosmology
cosmo. parameters
neutrino mass
BAO, RSD, PS

4 million of Emission lines
    over 1400 deg2  in 
         0.6<z<2.4
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Illustris * just illuminate emission line galaxies to probe LSS
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Thank you 
Rachel!

Galaxies & their environments
              (0.7<z<7) 
IGM tomography (Ly-a forest  at z>2)

End of Reionization(LAE z>5.5)

350,000 spectra  over 25 deg2  
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Galactic Archaeology

● Chair: Masashi Chiba

● Co-chairs: Judy Cohen, Rosemary Wyse

● Caltech interest: Evan Kirby

1) Milky Way disk

2) Dwarf galaxies

3) Andromeda streams and
 halo

different chemical abundances
 produced on

 different time scale 
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PFS Galactic Archaeology
• The nature of DM, the assembly of the MW/M31
• Unique science: dSphs, M31, outer disk/streams
• Some dSphs promise high-impact results (the 

nature of DM); ~20 nights (1-2 nights per dSph)
• No competition: MOONS will mainly observe the 

Galactic bulge

Fornax 

Keck DEIMOS 

PFS

PFS 1 nights ~ 60 Keck nights
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Carina

LeoI
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Sculptor Fornax

CDM sim. predictions

Baryonic feedback effects on CDM cusp
or other DMs ? 

 PFS unique to map dSphs
           up to their tidal radii

Galactic archeology : dwarf galaxies 
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Galactic archeology : M31 PFS pointings for M31’s halo
~ HSC NB imaging data will be available for all fields ~

Newly added

NW stream

- to constrain DM subhalos and chemo-dynamics of M31 
-  to constrain galaxy progenitor of the NW stream

PFS pointings for M31’s halo
~ HSC NB imaging data will be available for all fields ~

Newly added

NW stream
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Galactic archeology :  Milky Way

MW outer disk

Outer disk regions from PS1 (Bernard+ 2016)
PFS footprints

11 fields each at b=±20, ±30

l=270,b=60

l=90,b=60

l=90,b=-60

Sky distribution of selected streams
(North, LMC effect, distant, number of bright member stars)

Hermus

Hyllus

Triangulum
NGC5466

Field of
Streams Boo I

RA

D
EC

Well-selected samples to constrain
the shape of Galactic potential and halo dynamics

Miho

To infer history of MW disks 
- Streams for merger histories
- Halo streams to constrain Galactic potential

MW outer disk
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Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)

three science Pillars 
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Galaxies & their environments
              (0.7<z<7) 
IGM tomography (Ly-a forest  at z>2)

End of Reionization(LAE z>5.5)

350,000 spectra  over 25 deg2  
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  A comprehensive study of galaxy and IGM evolution  over a wide z & envt           

12

PFS Galaxy Evolution
PFS Galaxy Evolution

• A comprehensive study of galaxies and IGM over a 
wide range of redshifts, 0.7<z<7

• Intermediate-z galaxy sample (0.7<z<2): cosmic web
• IGM tomography (2.2<z<2.7)
• High-z continuum selected sample (3.5<z<5.5)
• Epoch of reionization LAE sample (z=5.7, 6.6)
• Synergy with deep HSC images 
• Complementary to MOONS GE program (wider 

wavelength coverage) but cooperation possible

-  The first 7 Gyrs  of  the universe (0.7<z<7) 
-  350,000 spectra  (Texp=2-12h)
   —> deep spectra for detailed studies of massive gal. :  
      SFR/SFH, M*,met., quenching, feedback/infall

    

-  A large volume to trace the Cosmic Web 
      3 HSC-Deep regions covering 15 deg2   

PFS: to unveil
the Cosmic Web
at 0.7<z<2

HSC PFS

COSMOS

3 x 5 deg2   
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PFS Galaxy Evolution

PFS Galaxy Evolution

• A comprehensive study of galaxies and IGM over a 
wide range of redshifts, 0.7<z<7

• Intermediate-z galaxy sample (0.7<z<2): cosmic web
• IGM tomography (2.2<z<2.7)
• High-z continuum selected sample (3.5<z<5.5)
• Epoch of reionization LAE sample (z=5.7, 6.6)
• Synergy with deep HSC images 
• Complementary to MOONS GE program (wider 

wavelength coverage) but cooperation possible

-  Multi-purposes  targets  ==>   Complex selections  (almost final)   

  Main Gal Sample
   J<22.8 + Photo-z
  ~275,000 z  
  Cosmic Web  0.7<z<2

IGM tomography
 g<24.7 + Zph
~45,000 z  
HI cosmic web 2<z<2.5

High-z 
continuum selected  
Y<24.5 + Zph
~25,000 z    2.5<z<5.5  

Lya Emitters  
HSC NBs select.
~8,000 z    z>5.5  
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“Completing the IRAC Coverage
in HSC-Deep”

PI: Anna Sajina - Tufts University 

Reduction done by Marianna Annunziatella (postdoc @ Tufts)

Presented by Danilo Marchesini - Tufts University

IRAC coverage before Cycle 14

CLAUDS   +      HSC        +  NIR   +   IRAC
      u              (grizY+NBs)    (JK?)   (3.6/4.5um)

Synergy with HSC-DEEP and its Multi-wavelength imaging 

—> Sample selection with Photometric redshifts 

—> still working on collecting NIR (J)  data !! 
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skeleton from “observation”

 partial area: 1.6x1deg2

Reconstruction of the Cosmic Web with galaxy density field

PFS-like  observation: <Resolution> ~ 8cMpc 

15 deg2  with 275,000 spectra  0.8<z<1.7
                           —>  Vol~ 0.13 Gpc3  equivalent to SDSS (0<z<0.15)
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Number of expected Groups Distribution of Void sizes

full simu : 6x6 deg2

1 PFS field  2x3 deg2

1.4<z<1.7

—>  uniquely designed to explore the connection  galaxy <-> LSS
       

Reconstruction of the Cosmic Web with galaxy density field

15 deg2  with 275,000 spectra  0.8<z<1.7
                           —>  Vol~ 0.13 Gpc3  equivalent to SDSS (0<z<0.15)
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—>  uniquely designed to explore the connection  galaxy <-> LSS
              and with no competitor before space missions

S. Arnouts    z-survey  Jan 20171
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17

Other past / up-coming surveys 
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Figure 1: Reconstruct the anisotropic cosmic web 
with galaxies and the IGM

Truth

Reconstruction

Many thanks to KG and team

Reconstruction of the Cosmic Web with Gas (IGM Tomography)

   —> First connection between Galaxies  and  IGM Gas reservoir

9

see Pichon+01, Caucci+08

-- RUM - 7/10/2016 --

Inversion of the Lyman-    
forest through Wiener 
filtering: interpolation 
between line-of-sights (los)

To reach ~Mpc scales, use bright galaxies (selected on their r-band photometry at z~2) 
in addition to quasars

2<z<2.5

Credit: K.G. Lee  and C. Stark 

Reconstructing the cosmic web: tomography

Transverse correlation 
length (map resolution) 
set by the mean inter-los 
distance

Ly-a abs lines  along LoS

IGM tomography with background 
QSO/Gal at  2.1<z<3.0 : 35000 spectra

Figure 2: The Lyman-α forest as a probe of large-scale structure. The panel on the top shows a
typical high-resolution spectrum of a quasar at redshift z= 3.62. Shortward of the redshifted Lyman-α
emission line at 1216(1+ z)Å, the spectrum shows a “forest” of absorption lines of different strength
produced by intervening neutral hydrogen gas along the line-of-sight from the quasar to the Earth.
Hydrodynamical simulations reproduce the observed absorption spectra with remarkable fidelity, as
illustrated by the simulated spectrum in the bottom panel, corresponding to intervening large-scale
structure at z ≃ 3. The sketch in the middle panel shows an example of the gas distribution in a
simulated ΛCDM model.

29

<Resolution> ~4cMpc 
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Exploring the epoch of Galaxy formation / assembly
               from the EoR to peak of cosmic SF 

~ 80,000 spec  at  2<z<7 

* a unique volume for env. study 
   & detection of proto-clusters 

   >500 expected with M>1014Mo

* Galaxy formation path (mergers / smooth accretion / quenching  …)
                SFR with UV rest   /   outflows & infalls  with  v-shift Ly-a, ISM lines, evolution of SHMR peaks  
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Figure 1: Reconstruct the anisotropic cosmic web 
with galaxies and the IGM

Truth

Reconstruction

Many thanks to KG and team
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Subaru PFS SSP Survey 11

Figure 10. (Place Holder) Spatial distribution of LAEs and imprint on
reionization: The absolute cross-power spectrum of brightness temperature
between LAEs and 21cm emission at z = 6.6 (|�2

21gal |) is shown as a func-
tion of the wavenumber k. The red solid line indicates the expected signal
predicted by numerical simulations tailored for the PFS survey (Kubota et al.
2017). The red dotted line is the same as the red solid line, but indicates the
negative signal, and the CPST of the correlation is found at k ⇠ 0.2 Mpc�1.
The grey shade represents the variance in the PFS survey field. The black and
blue dotted lines denote the sensitivity of LAE observations accomplished by
the HSC SSP survey alone and the combination of HSC+PFS observations,
respectively.

traces the formation of the first sources of ionizing radiation
(populations of massive stars and black holes in early galax-
ies). This implies a close connection between these galaxies
and the gas in the cosmic web from which they form, and
which they then photo-ionize.

We will map the galaxy-web connection by measuring for
the first time the spatial cross-power spectrum between the
ionizing galaxies, detected by PFS as Ly↵ emitters (LAE),
and the HI gas in the cosmic web detected in redshifted 21
cm emission by the SKA1 array. Theoretical models pre-
dict that a cross-power spectrum has transitions from posi-
tive on small scales to negative on larger scales (Figure 10).
On small scales (single ionized bubbles), there is a positive
correlation because of clustering. On scales larger than a
bubble radius, an anti-correlation will result if reionization
proceeds in an inside-out manner (from regions of high- to
low-density). The amplitude of the signal, the spatial-scale at
which the transition-in-sign occurs, and the overall shape of
the cross-power spectrum, determine the reionization history
of the universe (Figure 10). The detection of this will be a
definitive confirmation of the 21-cm signal from the EOR, an
independent measurement of the reionization history, and the
first direct test of the inside-out model of reionization.

5.1.2. Connecting Galaxies and the Web at Cosmic Noon: z ⇠ 2.3

The rate of the build-up of the stellar component of galax-
ies through accretion of gas from the cosmic web reached its
maximum value at z ⇠ 2.1 to 2.5. We will map the cosmic
web of gas during this important epoch using the Ly↵ line, as
seen in absorption in the spectra of 35,000 background galax-
ies and QSOs at z ⇠ 2.5 to 3.5. Since the Ly↵ forest is in the
linear regime of growth, this is a direct tracer of the web of
dark matter. This map will be compared to the distribution of
galaxies in the same volume.

With a high areal density of background sources (⇠
103 deg�2) we will be able to perform a tomographic recon-
struction of the 3D absorption field down to scales of only
3.9 cMpc (co-moving), over a volume of 4.4 ⇥ 107 cMpc3.
This sightline sampling is fine enough to identify voids,
sheets, filaments, and nodes of the cosmic web, and (more
generally) to recover the characteristic eigenvectors of the
pseudo-gravitational tidal tensor that define the cosmic web
(Figure 11).

The volume probed will contain a sample of regions of
over-densities and under-densities in numbers su�cient to ro-
bustly establish their statistics. We expect to detect roughly
500 proto-clusters that will eventually collapse into M &
1014.5M� (Virgo-like) clusters by z ⇠ 0. This represents a
huge increase from the size of the current sample of such sys-
tems (< 10), allowing detailed study of the growth of such
structures. Deviations between the galaxy over-density and
the associated HI absorption in these proto-clusters will high-
light the growth of the warm-hot component of the intergalac-
tic medium. Similarly, our volume and sampling will allow us
to detect ⇠1000 cosmic voids with radii > 7 cMpc, similar to
the number at low-z from SDSS.

The dark web defined by Ly↵will be compared to the distri-
bution of ⇠ 22, 000 galaxies mapped with PFS that lie within
the tomographic volume. More specifically, we will measure
the 3D cross-correlation between the galaxies and the HI ab-
sorption. This will directly connect the distribution of the lu-
minous matter to the dark web.

5.1.3. The Web of Galaxies: z ⇠ 1.2

We will use the PFS spectra of 250,000 galaxies to map
the cosmic web over the redshift range z ⇠ 0.7 to 1.7, cover-
ing a volume of ⇠ 108 Mpc3 (Figure 11?). Our high sam-
pling with a mean inter-galaxy spacing of ⇠ 8 cMpc will
allow us to measure clustering on scales of 0.14 cMpc, cor-
responding to the virial radius of a ⇠ 1012 M� dark matter
halo. These data cover this redshift range with similar sam-
pling to, and much higher spectral resolution than, Euclid
and WFIRST. The volume of the sample is chosen to mit-
igate cosmic variance and to be large enough to probe rare
environments. The sampling rate is high enough to identify
individual filaments, nodes (groups and clusters), and voids
in the cosmic web (see Figure XXXX). Specifically, we ex-
pect to detect Nhalo = 2200, 450, and 35 halos with masses
& 1013, 1013.5, 1014M�. We will also detect XXXX voids with
sizes of 10 to 70 cMpc. We note that there are currently no
void catalogs at these redshifts.

5.2. The Evolution of Galaxy Properties
5.2.1. The Fundamental Properties of Galaxies: From Statistics

to Physics

Perhaps the central mystery regarding the evolution of
galaxies is understanding why they exhibit such tight correla-
tions between their stellar mass and all of their other most fun-
damental properties (size, rotation speed and/or velocity dis-
persion, chemical composition, star-formation rate, and cold
gas content), and how/why these relations evolve with red-
shift. A key part of solving the mystery involves understand-
ing the process(es) that apparently quench star-formation once
galaxies reach some maximum mass. The PFS galaxy evolu-
tion program is designed to address these questions by ac-
quiring spectra of over 300,000 galaxies from redshifts ⇠ 0.7
to 5.5. Both the processes that connect galaxy properties

Epoch of Reionization 

   * Connection between Galaxies (LAE, z=6.6) and Gas (21cm, SKA1)
    —> Spatial cross-PS between LAE  & 21cm
    —> Simulations :  amplitude & transistion scale will constrain 
                                   the reionization history and the way it proceeds 
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PFS will measure the epoch of 
reionization.

Ouchi et al. 2010, ApJ, 723, 869
Takada et al. 2014, PASJ, 66, R1

—> LF of LAE  at the epoch of re-ionisation 

* Ly-a Emitters  at z>5.5  : ~ 8000 spectra
                    based on HSC NB selection 
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Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS)
18 PFS SSP team

Figure 18. An illustration summarizes the interlocking nature of the three themes – cosmology, Galactic archaeology and galaxy evolution – in addressing the
scientific objectives of PFS-SSP program.SSP : Subaru Strategic Program  

make a unified story between the 3 programs  
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Survey Design & Strategy

Assumptions (will discuss shortly – don’t interrupt yet! )

• 360 night program in 5 years (SAC endorsed!)
• Cosmology front-loaded at ~100 allocated nights
• GE/GA have ~130 allocated nights each
• Survey starts Semester 2023A
• Need to request optimized allocations in later years to avoid `dead nights’

`Dead nights’
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Competition
PFS WEAVE 4MOST DESI MOONS

Telescope Subaru (8.2m) WHT(4.2m) VISTA(4m) Mayall (4m) VLT (8.2m)

FoV 1.2 sq. deg. 2 sq. deg. 4 sq. deg. 7 sq. deg. 0.14 sq. deg.

Wavelength 0.38-1.26 0.4-1.0 0.4-0.885 0.36-0.98 0.64-1.8

Multiplex 2394 800 800 (low-R)
800 (high-R)

5000 1000/2

Resolution R~2,000 (blue)
R~3,000 (red)
R~4,000 (NIR)

R~5,000
R~20,000

R~5,000
R~20,000

R~3,000-4,800 R~4,000-6,600
R~9,000
R~20,000

Fiber diameter 1.1’’ 1.3’’ 1.4’’ 1.45’’ 1.05’’

Sci. op. start 2023 2019(?) 2023 2020 2023

Survey ~300nights 5yrs+5yrs ??? 500 nights ????

Science Cosmology
GA
Galaxy Evol.

GA
Galaxy Evol.

Cosmology
GA
Galaxy Evol.

Cosmology
GA
Bright galaxies

Galaxy Evol.
GA

Synergy HSC
TMT (LSST)

Gaia Euclid
eROSITA(X-ray)
Gaia

??? Gaia
E-ELT

cf. Euclid (ESA): 1.2m, 2022-, WFIRST (NASA): 2.4m, 2025-, LSST (imaging): 6.5m, 2023-
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GA
Bright galaxies

Galaxy Evol.
GA

Synergy HSC
TMT (LSST)

Gaia Euclid
eROSITA(X-ray)
Gaia

??? Gaia
E-ELT

cf. Euclid (ESA): 1.2m, 2022-, WFIRST (NASA): 2.4m, 2025-, LSST (imaging): 6.5m, 2023-

   GEv   130 nights          190nights

Competition
PFS WEAVE 4MOST DESI MOONS

Telescope Subaru (8.2m) WHT(4.2m) VISTA(4m) Mayall (4m) VLT (8.2m)

FoV 1.2 sq. deg. 2 sq. deg. 4 sq. deg. 7 sq. deg. 0.14 sq. deg.

Wavelength 0.38-1.26 0.4-1.0 0.4-0.885 0.36-0.98 0.64-1.8

Multiplex 2394 800 800 (low-R)
800 (high-R)

5000 1000/2

Resolution R~2,000 (blue)
R~3,000 (red)
R~4,000 (NIR)

R~5,000
R~20,000

R~5,000
R~20,000

R~3,000-4,800 R~4,000-6,600
R~9,000
R~20,000

Fiber diameter 1.1’’ 1.3’’ 1.4’’ 1.45’’ 1.05’’

Sci. op. start 2023 2019(?) 2023 2020 2023

Survey ~300nights 5yrs+5yrs ??? 500 nights ????

Science Cosmology
GA
Galaxy Evol.

GA
Galaxy Evol.

Cosmology
GA
Galaxy Evol.

Cosmology
GA
Bright galaxies

Galaxy Evol.
GA

Synergy HSC
TMT (LSST)

Gaia Euclid
eROSITA(X-ray)
Gaia

??? Gaia
E-ELT

cf. Euclid (ESA): 1.2m, 2022-, WFIRST (NASA): 2.4m, 2025-, LSST (imaging): 6.5m, 2023-

Competition  with MOONS (GEv) and DESI (COSMO) 
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generally hampered the capability of 
 optical spectrometers to identify galaxies. 
Of course, the broad spectral coverage  
of MOONS will also allow the investiga-
tion of large samples of very distant gal-
axies, around the epoch of reionisation, 
especially by observing Lya and other 
transitions in the ultraviolet rest frame. In 
addition to the spectral coverage and 
sensitivity, the combination of high multi-
plexing and high density of fibres on sky 
will enable MOONS to identify a broad 
range of galaxy environments, from clus-
ters to groups, filaments, and voids (Fig-
ure 3), and will unambiguously determine 
how galaxy properties depend on the 
environment in which they live.

Within the MOONS GTO, 190 nights are 
dedicated to the extragalactic survey 
MOONRISE (MOONS Redshift-Intensive 
Survey Experiment). With MOONRISE we 
expect to obtain key spectroscopic infor-
mation for a few hundred thousand gal-
axies, possibly up to about half a million 
galaxies at 0.9 < z < 2.6, as well as for a 
few thousand galaxies around the epoch 
of reionisation (z ~ 6–8). Such large sta-
tistics will also provide an unprecedented 
test of assumptions embedded in various 
cosmological simulations and models. 
Indeed, different models and simulations 
implement various physical processes  
in different ways in order to reproduce 
galaxy evolution and therefore they pre-
dict different galaxy properties in the 
early phases of their formation, which can 
be tested with MOONRISE’s with unprec-
edented statistics.

Together with the MOONRISE GTO pro-
gramme, during the first ten years of 
operation additional open time surveys 
will expand the legacy of MOONS to 
include millions of galaxy spectra span-
ning even broader redshift intervals and 
sampling a broader parameter space.  
In the following, we focus on the science 
goals and strategy of the MOONRISE 
survey, bearing in mind that this is only a 
sample of what MOONS will be able to 
deliver over the longer term.

MOONRISE science goals

It is impossible to present an exhaustive 
list of the various cutting-edge science 
goals of the MOONRISE survey in the 

limited space available here. In the follow-
ing, we outline a representative sample  
of the primary science aims of the survey.

–  The metallicity evolution of galaxies.  
By measuring multiple nebular transi-
tions in galaxies, spanning more than 
three orders of magnitude in mass 
(108.5 < M✴/M☉ < 1011.7) and more than 
three orders of magnitude in the star 

formation rate (SFR), it will be possible  
to measure the gaseous metallicity for 
hundreds of thousands of galaxies, 
enabling us to solidly assess the evolu-
tion of the metallicity scaling relations. 
In particular, the redshift evolution (or 
lack thereof) of the mass-metallicity 
relation (for example, Troncoso et al., 
2014; Kashino et al., 2019) and of the 
Fundamental Metallicity Relation (the 
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Figure 1. Comparison 
between MOONS and 
other near-infrared 
multi- object spectro-
graphs at ground-based 
8–10-m telescopes in 
terms of wavelength 
range, multiplexing and 
maximum target density 
that can be observed in 
a single pointing.

Figure 2. Examples of 
star-forming (blue) and 
passive (red) galaxy 
spectra shifted to three 
representative redshifts 
that will be targeted by 
the MOONRISE survey 
(Table 1), illustrating  
the observability of 
some of the primary 
nebular and stellar rest-
frame optical features.

Figure 3. Example of 
different environments 
that will be sampled by 
the MOONRISE survey 
at a representative red-
shift slice around z = 1.4 
by exploiting the large-
scale dark matter distri-
bution obtained from  
the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel et al., 
2005).
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generally hampered the capability of 
 optical spectrometers to identify galaxies. 
Of course, the broad spectral coverage  
of MOONS will also allow the investiga-
tion of large samples of very distant gal-
axies, around the epoch of reionisation, 
especially by observing Lya and other 
transitions in the ultraviolet rest frame. In 
addition to the spectral coverage and 
sensitivity, the combination of high multi-
plexing and high density of fibres on sky 
will enable MOONS to identify a broad 
range of galaxy environments, from clus-
ters to groups, filaments, and voids (Fig-
ure 3), and will unambiguously determine 
how galaxy properties depend on the 
environment in which they live.

Within the MOONS GTO, 190 nights are 
dedicated to the extragalactic survey 
MOONRISE (MOONS Redshift-Intensive 
Survey Experiment). With MOONRISE we 
expect to obtain key spectroscopic infor-
mation for a few hundred thousand gal-
axies, possibly up to about half a million 
galaxies at 0.9 < z < 2.6, as well as for a 
few thousand galaxies around the epoch 
of reionisation (z ~ 6–8). Such large sta-
tistics will also provide an unprecedented 
test of assumptions embedded in various 
cosmological simulations and models. 
Indeed, different models and simulations 
implement various physical processes  
in different ways in order to reproduce 
galaxy evolution and therefore they pre-
dict different galaxy properties in the 
early phases of their formation, which can 
be tested with MOONRISE’s with unprec-
edented statistics.

Together with the MOONRISE GTO pro-
gramme, during the first ten years of 
operation additional open time surveys 
will expand the legacy of MOONS to 
include millions of galaxy spectra span-
ning even broader redshift intervals and 
sampling a broader parameter space.  
In the following, we focus on the science 
goals and strategy of the MOONRISE 
survey, bearing in mind that this is only a 
sample of what MOONS will be able to 
deliver over the longer term.

MOONRISE science goals

It is impossible to present an exhaustive 
list of the various cutting-edge science 
goals of the MOONRISE survey in the 

limited space available here. In the follow-
ing, we outline a representative sample  
of the primary science aims of the survey.

–  The metallicity evolution of galaxies.  
By measuring multiple nebular transi-
tions in galaxies, spanning more than 
three orders of magnitude in mass 
(108.5 < M✴/M☉ < 1011.7) and more than 
three orders of magnitude in the star 

formation rate (SFR), it will be possible  
to measure the gaseous metallicity for 
hundreds of thousands of galaxies, 
enabling us to solidly assess the evolu-
tion of the metallicity scaling relations. 
In particular, the redshift evolution (or 
lack thereof) of the mass-metallicity 
relation (for example, Troncoso et al., 
2014; Kashino et al., 2019) and of the 
Fundamental Metallicity Relation (the 
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Figure 1. Comparison 
between MOONS and 
other near-infrared 
multi- object spectro-
graphs at ground-based 
8–10-m telescopes in 
terms of wavelength 
range, multiplexing and 
maximum target density 
that can be observed in 
a single pointing.

Figure 2. Examples of 
star-forming (blue) and 
passive (red) galaxy 
spectra shifted to three 
representative redshifts 
that will be targeted by 
the MOONRISE survey 
(Table 1), illustrating  
the observability of 
some of the primary 
nebular and stellar rest-
frame optical features.

Figure 3. Example of 
different environments 
that will be sampled by 
the MOONRISE survey 
at a representative red-
shift slice around z = 1.4 
by exploiting the large-
scale dark matter distri-
bution obtained from  
the Millennium simula-
tion (Springel et al., 
2005).
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        MOONRISE  
* 500,000 gal 0.9<z<2.6

* MOONS unique at high-z 
    with line disgnostics

   MOONS smaller  fov but
   they plan to map 3 large area.

    2 in common with PFS
     -> complementarity 
          some collaborations ? 
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PFS membership for LAM 
   LAM major contributor thanks to the in-kind contribution to the PFS project  (~$6M)

  - coordinator:  O. Le Fèvre     Big thanks!   
                            and member steering committee PFS  -> interim S Arnouts

  - 11 senior scientist positions available with full data access 
                     with up to 4 junior scientists / senior            
 
            —>  involved :  P. Amram, S. Arnouts, S. de La Torre, B. Epinat,
                                           O. Ilbert,  V. Le Brun, O. Le Fèvre, L. Tasca, L. Tresse  

—>   two seats still available for LAM seniors  ?

s
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Comparison with MOONS 
(MOONS document)

1hr exposure 
Limiting mag. of continuum with S/N=5

PFS

MOONS


